For many years Damien Litchfield with his mentors brought groups of boys on a camping trip to Kurth Kiln. The mentoring program: ‘A small way to make a big difference’ has been running for the past 15 years, offers mentoring in a supported environment and opportunities for boys who are identified as being “at risk.” Through ongoing mentoring, the boys within the Peaceful Warriors program have the opportunity to make lasting friendships and gain the recognition and acceptance of their peers and the adult mentors.

The group programs involve great, high energy games and discussions sessions, as well as a three night camping experience. These activities are designed to give the group a chance to have fun, form friendships and most importantly explore and celebrate the great things about being a responsible human being.

Alfred gave a short talk to the group, then they looked at the kiln, gas producers, displays and huts, before going fishing in the creek and lake.